The records of the Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization (PATCO) comprise eighteen series, several of which contain sensitive or personal information, such as membership files, medical files, financial records, grievances, and accident reports. Patron access to these items is restricted, and none of these series, in whole or in part, were chosen for the PATCO digitization project.

Published materials under copyright were not selected for digitization, either. However, covers or title pages (and verso pages, if available) of the published materials were scanned in order to maintain the original arrangement of the collection and to identify the copyrighted publications that are part of the records for users of the virtual collection.

Reasonable effort has been made to redact personal information from the digitized documents. Still, despite this effort, it is possible that some personal information remains in the digitized documents. If such an instance is discovered, please bring it to the attention of the Special Collections and Archives department. We will consider requests for redaction on a case-by-case basis.
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